WHAT MAKES A GOOD SCHOOL?

Traditional Measures

- # ENROLLMENT
- $ PER STUDENT SPENDING
- % STUDENT/TEACHER RATIOS
- STANDARDIZED TEST SCORES (MCAS & SATs)
- Pie chart
- ★★★ AP SCORES
- Graduation Rates

MCIEA’s School Quality Measures

- Social-Emotional Health
- Community Involvement
- Arts Appreciation
- Growth Mindset
- Pedagogical Effectiveness
- Teacher Collaboration
- Effective Leadership
- Quality Teacher PD
- Student-Teacher Relationships
- Physical & Emotional Safety
- Sense of Belonging
- Value of Learning
- Family-School Relationships
- Cultural Responsiveness
- Access to Resources
- Support Staff

Holistic · Authentic · Usable · Student- & Teacher-Centered

Narrow · Misleading · Income Dependent
Reinforce Inequalities